
Integrating Software Into Your Workflow 

 

In this video I want to give the layout of how the softwares we use are integrated into 

our workflow. 

 

I do want to point out that this is NOT a how-to guide on how to use these softwares. 

We have a variety of webinars that cover how to use these softwares, as well as many of 

the companies that we work with have tutorial videos on their respective websites. 

 

This videos sole intention is to show you where we use the software and how it does 

integrate into our workflow. 

 

Software Work Flow 

 

Jungle Scout - We use Jungle Scout for sourcing, as well as initial order research. Our 

primary goal with Jungle Scout is to review "how many" times products sell each month 

such that we can apply our calculation to look at initial orders. After our initial order has 

been placed, we often times simply refer to our internal sales data. 

 

After we source products, and build order projections we will utilize Price Checker 2. 

 

Price Checker 2 - We run all of our price sheets with UPCs through Price Checker 2 to 



find out what products may be profitable and which ones might be close.  We do this 

prior to negotiation, such that we can find out what products will be good if we can 

make the numbers work. If the product sheet does not have UPCs we have the company 

cataloged by our VA team. This simply entails going through the product list and 

matching it with ASINs. Later on, we will check cataloged sheets to see if ANY products 

have changed since we started ordering with the company. PC2 allows us to do this 

quickly and efficiently without having to manually re-review sheets. 

 

After we review the initial price list, we will check all products for Hazmat and 

Restriction simply by adding those products to our Amazon Inventory as test SKUs. 

Likewise, you could do this by using the Amazon Seller App. If the product is NOT 

restricted, we make sure to delete it from our inventory. Then, we proceed to the next 

step... 

 

Inventory Lab - We create the initial product listing (utilizing our perfect SKU system) via 

Inventory Lab. This will insure that our COGs will be tracked. While this software is 

NEARLY irrelevant to our actual workflow, we have used this software for quite some 

time, and trust it to track our COGs. 

 

We utilize Quickbooks internally for tracking and accounting purposes. 

 



Quickbooks - We utilize the Purchase Google sheet match-up CC payments or 

Check/Wire requests vs. orders and inbound POs. This software also helps us generate 

our company P&L and Balance Sheets for our CPA to review. 

 

 

Then we proceed with our normal order process (as noted in the SOP video). 

 

 

We utilize a series of Google Sheets for internal communication and editing: These can 

easily be shared and collaborated on by other employees. J 

 

Company Profile Sheet - This information is simply company specific. We have the 

following information on it: Company Name, Rep Name,  Any Rep Info, Contact Info 

(phone and email), Minimum Order Size, Discount Levels or FFA levels, any special 

things that we do for the company, link to catalog sheet, link to invoice folder 

 

Company Review Sheet - This sheet simply tracks our last order, and catalog review 

times (this is an accountability sheet for management team). 

 

Company Purchase/Receiving Sheet - This tracks our Order Date, Payment Method, their 

Shipping Method, our Designated Priority and Shipping Path. 

 



Then, we move on to the next step in our software workflow.  

 

Restock Pro - We create the new items in RSPro, create the company profiles and create 

internal Purchase orders for our processing team. Our processing team uses these 

purchase orders to know which listings to list products against, be able to cross 

reference and match FNSKUs vs the labels and processing log books. 

 

Our VA team uses our Google sheets to then set-up Salesbacker profiles for all new 

products. 

 

Salesbacker - this is used in two ways, we utilize it to get additional feedback for 

ourselves to help increase our BB%. We also use this software as a value proposition to 

get reviews for our vendors products. See the Salesbacker webinar in this course for 

more information about how and why you should use this software. 

 

 

The last piece of software that we utilize before recycling through the process is setting 

up our Repricer. 

 

AppEagle - We run daily checks for No-Min price in AppEagle to set-up all new products 

with pricing profiles. Our most common profile is FBA Match. All of our products get set-



up with a profile (even MAP products), as it makes us sure that our products will always 

be competitively priced. 

 

After that, we will continue to recycle through the processes. For example, RS Pro will 

alert us to a product being out of stock, then Google Sheets get updated, then orders 

get placed. 

 

We do monthly full catalog reviews for all manufacturers we work with - which means 

that we are constantly running PC2 through our various sets of inventory. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Closing Thoughts 

 

I realize that there are lots of software options. I really feel like it is VERY 

counterproductive to constantly switch back and forth between softwares, as it disrupts 

your ability to develop a strong workflow.  

 

Our goal is that our software automates some aspect of our daily jobs and easily 

integrates into our workflow.  

 

My suggestion is to find softwares that work well with your workflow, and use them to 

win back time that you are spending on non-automation of tasks. Likewise, if you have a 

software that is working for your current workflow, DON'T try out others until you are 

possibly changing your workflow. Make sure that any new software has functionality 

and replaces tasks in your business rather that simply "has additional features" that you 

likely won't use. 

Also, below this video we have a document that provides discount codes  for several of 

these services. 


